Optical Inspection Systems

ProView Rectangle Magnifier
The ProView Rectangle Magnifier is 7” x 5¼” and has a 43” reach capability that adjoins to either a table edge clamp or screw down base, equipped with a standard 4 diopter (2x) lens and produces the highest lumen output in a lighted magnifier. The ProView Round Magnifier has the same specifications with a 6” diameter lens.

The ProView series comes with a 5 year or 50,000 hours pro-rated LED warranty and 5 year mechanical warranty. Made in the USA.

ProView Rectangle Magnifier - $895
ProView Round Magnifier - $695

NS Vision Arm Magnifier
Our 5”-diameter lens pairs with 2.25X magnification and 650 Lumens to bring hard-to-see small details back into sharp, clear focus. Essential for any inspection applications.

A heavy-duty aluminum clamp conveniently attaches to a desk or table; the 38-inch triple-joint arm with an internal cantilever swivels 360 degrees for fast, versatile adjustment. Position the light where your eyes need it most! Weighs under 7 pounds.

NS Vision Arm Magnifier - $250

NS Vision Visor Magnifier
Hands-free optical binocular magnifier with a precision ground and polished glass lens is for use on viewing items 4 inches away. Powerful 3.5x magnification makes this great for viewing fine print or small items without eyestrain. Adjustable frame is made of lightweight, durable impact-resistant materials. Pivot knobs can also adjust to hold visor in any position for easy flip-up when not in use. Can be worn over prescription or safety eyeglasses. Additional lenses either for replacement or an alternate power, are available separately.

NS Vision Visor Magnifier - $895
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